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ABSTRACT

Objective: To (1) map how different stakeholders understand telehealth and telecare technologies and (2) explore the implications for development and implementation of telehealth and telecare services.

Design: Discourse analysis.

Sample: 68 publications representing diverse perspectives (academic, policy, service, commercial and lay) on telehealth and telecare plus field notes from 10 knowledge-sharing events.

Method: Following a familiarisation phase (browsing and informal interviews), we studied a systematic sample of texts in detail. Through repeated close reading, we identified assumptions, metaphors, storylines, scenarios, practices and rhetorical positions. We added successive findings to an emerging picture of the whole.

Main findings: Telehealth and telecare technologies featured prominently in texts on chronic illness and ageing. There was no coherent organising vision. Rather, four conflicting discourses were evident and engaged only minimally with one another’s arguments. Modernist discourse presented a futuristic utopian vision in which assistive technologies, implemented at scale, would enable society to meet its moral obligations to older people by creating a safe ‘smart’ home environment where help was always at hand, while generating efficiency savings. Humanist discourse emphasised the uniqueness and moral worth of the individual and tailoring to personal and family context; it considered that technologies were only sometimes fit for purpose and could create as well as solve problems. Political economy discourse envisaged a techno-economic complex of powerful vested interests driving commodification of healthcare and diversion of public funds into private business. Change management discourse recognised the complicatedness of large-scale technology programmes and emphasised good project management and organisational processes.

Conclusion: Introduction of telehealth and telecare is hampered because different stakeholders hold different assumptions, values and world views, ‘talk past’ each other and compete for recognition and resources. If investments in these technologies are to bear fruit, more effective inter-stakeholder dialogue must occur to establish an organising vision that better accommodates competing discourses.

ARTICLE SUMMARY

Article focus

- Despite significant research and investment, telehealth and telecare technologies are not widely used and their value is contested.
- We used discourse analysis to study the competing arguments and practices of different stakeholder groups.
- Our research questions were: (1) how do different stakeholders understand telehealth and telecare technologies? and (2) what are the implications for development and implementation of telehealth and telecare services?

Key messages

- We identified four conflicting but overlapping discourses—modernist (technology-focused, futuristic, utopian), humanist (person-centred, small-scale, grounded in present reality), political economy (critical, cautious) and change management (recognising complicatedness but not conflict)—which engaged only minimally with one another’s arguments.
- We suggest that stakeholders in telehealth and telecare projects work towards establishing cross-sector learning communities in which different points of departure, priorities and accountabilities are made explicit and acknowledged.

Strengths and limitations of this study

- Detailed close reading of texts enabled us to make sense of a complex and heterogeneous academic, policy and lay literature.
- Discourse analysis is not well understood or valued by the mainstream medical community.

INTRODUCTION

Assisted living technologies comprise the sensors, devices and communication systems that, in combination, support delivery of services to a person in their own home. They include telehealth (remote medical care, treatment or monitoring) and telecare (remote social care services or monitoring), proposed as a solution to the inter-related trends of ageing of the baby boom generation; rising rates of chronic illness and disability;
shortfalls in health system capacity and budgets and shifting social roles and expectations. The term ‘tele-
health’ (for which a more detailed definition might be technology-supported medical or nursing tasks undertaken in a person’s home or remote site, especially sending biometric data from the patient to the healthcare system and/or sending advice, instructions or reminders from the healthcare system to the patient) should be distinguished from ‘telemedicine’, which conventionally refers to technology-supported links between different parts of the healthcare system (e.g., between a general practice and a hospital), and is not covered in this paper. In the UK, telehealth technologies are usually linked with the public or private healthcare system, whereas telecare technologies, mostly comprising alarms and sensors intended to detect such things as falls, flooding and people who have become lost while wandering, are generally linked with social services. The terms ‘tele-
health’ and ‘telecare’ are relatively new. Older texts use a wide range of terms, some of which would now be considered insensitive or politically incorrect (e.g., ‘aids for the handicapped’), and the broader term ‘gerontechnology’ was introduced recently to refer to telehealth, telecare, mobility aids, lifts and other communicative and assistive technologies when used by (or offered to) older people.

Despite the espoused potential of telehealth and telecare technologies to enable people to ‘age in place’ (i.e., avoid or defer institutional care in later life and remain active participants in society), benefits achieved to date have been modest. This is partly because exploration of the personal, organisational, cultural, ethical and legal implications of telehealth and telecare has lagged significantly behind technology development.

Yet interest and investment from industry, government and research sponsors remain high. In the UK, for example, the government-funded Technology Strategy Board allocated £25 million to assisted living technology development, most of which was contingent on matched industry funding, between 2008 and 2011. Research and development increasingly involves large-scale, multi-partner inter-sectoral partnerships such as DALLAS (Delivering Assisted Living Lifestyles at Scale, a £23 million partnership between the Technology Strategy Board and government departments, launched in June 2011) and the ‘3 million lives campaign’, an agreement between government and industry to create an enabling infrastructure for assistive technologies in the UK public sector (http://www.3millionlives.co.uk/).

These UK examples, which are mirrored in many other countries, illustrate the multiple stakeholders involved in telehealth and telecare, including government, policymakers, the technology industry (who operate as businesses), researchers (who bring preferred theoretical and methodological approaches and standards), health and social care professionals (who may have a view on what ‘good’ care consists of), and managers (who may operate within particular metrics of efficiency), third-sector organisations (such as patient and carer support groups and charities), citizens (who may have a view on how their taxes are spent) and the people who use telehealth and telecare technologies or choose not to use them. The process of developing, disseminating, implementing and using telehealth and telecare technologies requires coordination between numerous individuals and organisations, each of whom must commit to making a personal, professional or financial investment in the technologies and the work involved in their use.

Programmes whose aim is to introduce a new technology must create a vision of what life will be like when uptake has reached the hoped-for levels, generate positive expectations and mobilise stakeholder efforts to develop and disseminate it. As the pace of technological progress in medicine quickens, ‘regimes of truth’ (what people know or claim to know) may give way to ‘regimes of hope’ (in which lack of hard evidence that a technology works—or even exists—is reframed as evidence that investment needs to increase).

Technologies introduced into organisations are open to different interpretations. Different staff in organisations frame technology differently, for example, engineers typically view technologies as tools for undertaking particular tasks; managers view them as instruments for achieving business goals. Sense-making—in which members negotiate the meaning of the technology, how it should or might be used and what benefits and hazards it could bring—is crucial for successful implementation. A related concept at societal level is that of the ‘organising vision’: ‘a focal community idea for the application of information technology ... that embeds and utilises information technology in organisational structures and processes’ (p. 460). A flawed or inconsistent organising vision may explain why technologies that show initial promise subsequently fail to enter widespread use.

In this study, undertaken as background to an empirical research study on assisted living needs in, and technology design for, older people, we sought to map the stakeholders and identify the discourses that contributed to the organising vision for telehealth and telecare technologies. Our research questions were: ‘how do different stakeholders understand telehealth and telecare technologies and what do they envision will be achieved with them?’ and ‘what are the implications of these different understandings for the development and implementation of telehealth and telecare services?’

**METHODS**

The ATHENE (Assistive Technologies for Healthy Living in Elders: Needs Assessment by Ethnography) study was funded by the Technology Strategy Board under its Assisted Living Innovation Platform call. The steering group included a lay chair and representation from industry, NHS, social care, technology users and academics. Ethical approval was granted by Queen Mary
University of London Research Ethics Committee (QMREC2011/38) in June 2011 and Bromley NHS Research Ethics Committee (11/LO/0737) in July 2011.

**Theoretical position: organising vision as discourse**

We adopted Swanson and Ramiller’s notion of organising vision, as comprising metaphors, buzzwords, imagined scenarios and related framings, and centring around widely (though not necessarily universally) acknowledged problems and issues.13 The organising vision serves three functions for those seeking to introduce and ‘roll out’ a new technology: (1) interpretation (a shared notion of what the technology is and how it could be used); (2) legitimisation (a shared rationale for why the technology should be adopted and used) and (3) mobilisation (activating and coordinating stakeholders to promote adoption and diffusion). An organising vision must be informative (clear about what the technology is and what it might do), plausible (free of exaggerated or misplaced claims about the expected outcomes of adoption), convey a sense of importance (about the value of the technology) and present the technology as distinctive (offering something new over existing products and practices).14

While the organising vision for most commercially available technologies resides within a single industry (designers, suppliers, vendors and so on), the vision for healthcare technologies must embrace a much wider community of stakeholders with differing values and perspectives, including industry, government, third-sector organisations, health professions, patients and carers, researchers and research sponsors.15 16 Their various spoken, written and enacted communications frame and present the arguments through which different stakeholders engage with one another (and/or the arguments by which they dismiss one another and fail to engage effectively). We considered such communications to be broadly equivalent to one definition of discourses: ‘ensemble[s] of ideas, concepts and categories through which meaning is given to social and physical phenomena, and [...] produced and reproduced through an identifiable set of practices’ (page 67).17

Discourse analysis is a well-established technique in qualitative research; its principles are explained in two introductory articles.18 19 Discourse refers to both spoken and written forms of communication. It is revealed by studying both written documents and a wider set of ‘texts’ including oral speech, speech acts (performances), pictures, symbols and artefacts such as software. An idea or frame of reference may be conveyed by texts through literary devices such as metaphor, imagery, symbols, graphs and through structuring devices such as tabulation, listing, footnotes and so on. Discourse analysis requires a judicious balance between teasing out the broad overarching storylines within which ‘facts’ are presented (‘macro-’ or ‘big D’ Discourses) and undertaking detailed micro-analysis of particular texts (‘micro-’ or ‘little d’ discourses), while recognising the reciprocal relationship between these two levels.20

**Methods**

The method is summarised in box 1. In this analysis, we were interested mainly in the macro-level discourses that contribute to the organising vision. To identify these, we followed the basic principles of discourse analysis,19 supplemented by selected (macro-level) elements of Hajer’s argumentative discourse analysis.17 To gain familiarity with the topic area, we browsed a range of literature and other sources (eg, websites), attended orientation events and held five informal open-ended (helicopter) interviews with fellow academics, industry contacts and front-line clinicians. We then sought a maximum variety sample of documentary sources (listed in online appendix) covering research, policy, industry, third sector, health and social care, knowledge brokers (including management consultants and think tanks), business and lay media and technology users. We asked our steering group members and searched electronic databases (Medline, Social Science Citation Index and Google Scholar for academic sources and government websites for policy sources) for ‘telehealth’, ‘telecare’, ‘assisted living technologies’ and ‘assistive technologies’, then pursued reference lists and hyperlinks. For health and social care organisations (including third sector), we began with local organisations with whom we were working on the ATHENE project. For media sources, we prospectively captured relevant outputs from national newspapers, television and the internet between August 2011 and April 2012.

From approximately 400 candidate documents (all of which were published since 2000 and most since 2009), we selected our final sample of 68 (10 from 2002 to 2008 and the rest post-2009) using the following prioritising criteria:

**Box 1** Methodological approach, adapted from other sources17 19

**Familiarisation phase**

1. Desk research. Reading a broad range of sources including academic papers, lay press, websites, industry publications and so on to produce a ‘first reading’.
2. Informal ‘helicopter interviews’ with five lead informants selected to provide an authoritative overview of the topic.

**Main phase**

4. Analysis of argumentative exchanges—in this study, conference presentations and audience responses.
5. Interpretation: drawing the above together to produce an account of different discourses, the sites where these are produced and shaped and extent of engagement and argumentation between them.

**Consolidation phase**

6. Member checking. Preliminary interpretation is checked for resonance with a sample of informants including representatives of different stakeholder groups.
viewed as authoritative by others in the field (eg, widely cited, personally recommended or having official status); offered a summary and/or overview of the field including a statement of the problem, proposed (technological or other) solution and how people were intended to use the technology(ies); serving at least one key purpose in the organising vision (interpretation, legitimation or mobilisation); typical of other documents in this genre or representing a significant alternative position and recent (post-2009 or, if published before then, still being used as ‘current’). We were interested mainly in the prevailing organising vision in this rapidly developing field, and to that end, we prioritised material produced in the last 5 years. But in order to couch current discourses appropriately in historical context, we included strategy documents published before that date and still being used as ‘current’.

Between September 2011 and April 2012, we attended 10 knowledge-sharing events (conferences, workshops), sampled for maximum variety in terms of size, lead sector (public or private), intended audience, goals and stage (launch event, mid-stage or post-project dissemination). We made field notes and collected documentation (eg, marketing materials, abstract books, proceedings), following the approach developed by Allen (who used ethnography at meetings and conferences to surface the underlying assumptions, values and key arguments in an interdisciplinary community of researchers).

Data analysis
To analyse our documents and field notes, we first read and reread each to gain familiarity, flagging sections of text that interested or surprised us. We then reread each text looking for specific material including images, metaphors, scenarios, rhetorical devices (such as association—depicting two concepts as similar or related—and dissociation—depicting two concepts as dissimilar or mutually exclusive), underpinning assumptions (eg, about the safety or reliability of technologies) and overarching storylines. We used spreadsheets to organise excerpts into overarching discourses and (within these) particular themes and categories, drawing on interdisciplinary discussions between research team members whose backgrounds spanned medicine, computer science, psychology, occupational therapy and sociology. In an interpretation and synthesis phase, we drew together findings from this analysis, adding those from successive texts to an emerging picture of the whole using the constant comparative method.

We presented a near-final draft of our analysis to 15 people representing all main stakeholder groups and refined this in response to feedback.

RESULTS
Description of data set and overview of findings
Our final data set consisted of 78 texts (68 documents and 10 sets of field notes). Documents comprised 22 academic papers (11 empirical and/or theoretical, 11 reviews or commentaries), three guidelines or standards, three local protocols, five European Union and 12 UK policy documents, six lay and four business media articles, five reports from independent consultants or think tanks, three conference brochures, three industry brochures and two patient organisation ‘factsheets’. Field notes covered 10 conferences and other knowledge-sharing events. Of our 78 texts, 58 were from UK, 10 from elsewhere in Europe, nine from North America and one from Australia.

Analysis identified four overarching discourses (summarised in table 1): modernist, humanist, political economy and change management. Modernist discourse, often written in the future tense, depicted high-technology innovations designed by experts as offering reliable, cost-effective and ethically benign solutions to complex clinical and social problems. Humanist discourse focused on individuals and depicted present-day technologies (chiefly alarms and monitoring devices) as potentially disruptive (stigmatising and unwelcome in the home), distantiating (separating people from their families and carers) and disempowering (surveillance as control), and as offering at best a partial solution to the age-related decline of the human body and mind. Political economy discourse depicted telehealth/telecare as a lucrative business market being manipulated by commercial vested interests. Change management discourse depicted adoption, spread and sustainability of these technologies as dependent on good project management and organisational processes. We describe these contrasting discourses in more detail below.

Modernist discourse: technology as solution, technology user as consumer
The problem for which telehealth and telecare technologies were considered to be the solution was expressed thus by one academic review:

The over burdened health care system will face a worldwide wave of retirees who will live longer, cost more to treat, and demand new goods and services to help them stay healthy, active, and independent. (page 171)

This extract illustrates several features of modernist discourse. The population of older adults was depicted in vague, collective and homogeneous terms (‘retirees’, ‘elders’, ‘baby boomers’); expanding in an uncontrolled and threatening way (‘wave’, ‘tsunami’, ‘time-bomb’); and as resource-hungry, demanding and chronically sick (hence in need of preventive input, monitoring and treatment). Their longevity was depicted as a problem rather than a positive marker of health or the success of the healthcare system. The healthcare system, correspondingly, was depicted as operating at near-maximum capacity and in danger of collapse.

Telehealth and telecare technologies were presented as the rational and cost-effective solution to these problems, as tidy, precise, ‘in control’, (near-) invisible,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Summary of different discourses in telehealth and telecare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Modernist</strong></td>
<td><strong>Humanist</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Philosophical position</strong></td>
<td>Instrumental rationality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is considered to be of value?</strong></td>
<td>Efficiency, cost-effectiveness, rational solutions, technological progress, business success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usual unit of analysis</strong></td>
<td>Technology (product)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methodological approach</strong></td>
<td>Experimental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Preferred research design</strong></td>
<td>Randomised controlled trial (hypothesis-driven, deductive), emphasis on size and scale and production of generalisable truths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>What is viewed as ‘research evidence’?</strong></td>
<td>Effect size, metrics (eg, mortality rates, admission/readmission rates), ‘proof of concept’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assumed characteristics of technologies</strong></td>
<td>Automated, ‘smart’/‘intelligent’, sophisticated (eg, robotic), ubiquitous, seamlessly connected, failure-free, agentic (ie, does things)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metaphor for technology development</strong></td>
<td>Developing and implementing technological solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metaphor for technology use</strong></td>
<td>Deployment, choice, empowerment, compensation for human deficits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assumption of what people will use telehealth/telecare technologies for</strong></td>
<td>‘Self-monitoring’—sending biometric data to health professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metaphor for how technologies are taken up</strong></td>
<td>Business drivers, regulatory levers, innovation value chain, silver market</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued
freestanding, mobile, portable, autonomous and ethically benign. Imaginary future scenarios of the ‘smart home’ (spacious, clean, connected, safe, watch-over and free of technical or emotional trouble) and digitally empowered older citizen (literate, skilled, technically and socially engaged and with high quality of life despite having illnesses in need of monitoring) were common (see, eg, the Smith family in a ‘roadmap’ prepared for the European Commission24).

‘Empowerment’ was equated in this discourse with compliant use of telehealth technologies for self-monitoring and education. Through ‘persuasive technologies’ (defined as ‘a computing system, device, or application intentionally designed to change a person’s attitude or behaviour in a predetermined way’23), medical intervention would be possible at an increasingly earlier stage in the chronic disease process, allowing the person (assumed to be a rational actor) the opportunity to ‘choose’ a healthier lifestyle.

Technological and human infrastructures were depicted, like the technologies themselves, as ubiquitous, error-free, ‘automatic’ and always available:

... electronic sensors or equipment that monitors vital health signs remotely, e.g. in your own home or while on the move. These readings are automatically transmitted to an appropriately trained person who can monitor the health vital signs and make decisions about potential interventions in real time, without the patient needing to attend a clinic (page 4)

Headline findings, Whole Systems Demonstrator Trial25

Modernist discourse sometimes acknowledged material limitations of current technologies, including periodic breakdown, ‘clunky’ functionality and interoperability and governance challenges, but depicted a time in the near future when such limitations would be overcome. Some texts offered future scenarios of automated ‘placeless’ data capture occurring without disruption of people’s lives or lifestyles.

Modernist discourse anticipated significant reductions in costs as technologies generated various (unspecified) efficiency savings, typically using an eclectic selection of references and conditional language (eg, ‘(a maximally-saturated assistive technology market) may yield up to around $75 billion annually of savings, or about 5% of the projected $1.7 trillion spent on United States healthcare’26).

Telehealth and telecare technologies were depicted as a business opportunity, fuelled by a lucrative ‘silver pound/dollar’. Moral worth was located in the technological and business sphere, aligned with innovation, financial and technical efficiency and clinical effectiveness. Modernist discourse tended to equate ‘ageing well’ with becoming adept in the use of technologies, while depicting human contact between professional carers and vulnerable older people as unnecessary, inefficient and wasteful of resources (technologies were seen as ‘saving’ resources by reducing contact time). Technology
development was framed as a design-as-engineering challenge, undertaken by specialists in a setting removed from front-line healthcare or the lived experience of illness.

In modernist discourse, agency was sited in the technology itself (eg, ‘The devices gather health information’). Technology users were depicted as consumers of technological products, passively accepting of whatever technologies were provided, skilled (and/or willing to develop skills) in how to use them, gaining enhanced health status and social experience (telepresence) from them and having only positive emotions towards them:

Ms EW, 64, a retired technologist who keeps a laptop on her dining room table near a crocheted doily and a scented candle, often uses the [video chat] service to drink her morning coffee with one of several friends who live in the same town.

New York Times feature article

Delays or barriers in the adoption of telehealth or telecare were explained in terms of a deficiency in the technology user, who was described as ‘resisting’ or ‘unengaged’; the solution to this was framed in terms of user education or modification to the technology. Negative emotions and interpersonal conflict were either not addressed or presented with a potential technological fix.

A number of elements of modernist discourse helped to construct telehealth and telecare technologies and their use in the home as legitimate (reasonable, ethical and examples of good professional practice, good citizenship and so on). These included medicalisation (ageing is a disease or predisease to be ‘monitored’ and ‘treated’), rationalisation (technologies represent progress towards a more ordered and rational society), risk (the autonomous, unmonitored older person is ‘at risk’ and ‘unsafe’), deficiency (older people lack something that technology can replace), rational choice (people can be persuaded or ‘nudged’ to use technology for their own good) and empowerment (technology is liberating and provides comfort, quality, convenience and value for money).

A significant component of modernist discourse was mobilisation. For example, the Technology Strategy Board and the European Union both talked of a ‘4-point plan for mobilisation’, which comprised: (1) raise awareness, (2) create the ‘right’ conditions (eg, remove barriers to free trade), (3) accelerate investment in and take-up of proven solutions and (4) prepare for the future through further research. Technology development was depicted as necessarily progressive, occurring in phases (‘prototype’, ‘beta’, ‘launch’, ‘1st/2nd/3rd generation’), each phase producing a more sophisticated, more fit-for-purpose and more efficient (but no more expensive) product. This progression was depicted as occurring at speed and accelerating; stakeholders were exhorted to board the train before it left the station or risk getting left behind.

Modernist discourse was particularly apparent at knowledge-sharing events, at which it was enacted as well as written. The focus in most of these events was on showcasing advanced technological ‘solutions’ (eg, robotic products) that were not yet on the market but were presented as ready to be deployed, typically accompanied by speech acts such as the award of a prize for the most promising innovation. The argumentative work of modernist discourse was achieved at these events partly by the mutually reinforcing activities of stakeholders from different sectors as industry representatives demonstrated their products, academics offered research findings, policymakers launched new documents or themes and journalists asked questions.

Since the problem that telehealth and telecare technologies were intended to solve was considered to be extensive, urgent and rapidly worsening, the solution was depicted, correspondingly, in terms of partnerships between multiple institutional stakeholders (see Introduction section), supported by frequent knowledge-sharing events and ‘digital economy hubs’. The preferred research design was the large-scale experiment (to show ‘what works’), as exemplified by the £31 million government-funded randomised Whole System Demonstrator trial. National policies and business strategies in the UK were nested in a wider European vision and infrastructure for knowledge and economic growth.

Substantial upfront allocations of resources to build inter-sectoral links and facilitate research and development were justified via a discourse of investment, payback and economies of scale, but potential conflicts of interest between these stakeholders went largely unexamined. The social change predicted by modernist discourse was dramatic, far reaching and technology driven: new technologies would not merely enhance current approaches to supporting people in their homes; they would fundamentally alter them.

Humanist discourse: technology user as active moral agent

Some texts in our data set, notably academic papers by social scientists and patient organisation advice documents revealed a very different discourse which contrasted with modernist discourse in five key ways. First, it centred not on technologies but on the lived experience of illness, ageing and disability; the spaces and places where people lived; the care relationships and accountabilities (formal or informal) which supported them and the positive human qualities of technology users. In particular, older people, whether physically disabled or cognitively impaired, were presented as active, resourceful and moral agents who struggled to live meaningful lives, fulfil social obligations (such as not troubling their professional carers or relatives too much) and look after the technologies given or lent to them. They were presented as the subjects rather than the objects of technology design and to that end, research studies typically had participatory
and qualitative designs and studied a small sample of participants in depth.

Second, humanist discourse focused not on an imagined high-technology future but on current low-technology reality—especially on the (fairly limited) range of alarms and monitoring devices available at the time of our study. While technologies were not necessarily depicted negatively (eg, one study showed how people with dementia used mobile phones when out walking\(^29\) and voluntary sector advice often emphasised benefits of technologies\(^34\) \(^35\)), these were seen as offering, at best, partial solutions to the complex challenges of chronic illness, ageing, rejection and various forms of exclusion and isolation. Health and social care staff and users represented in research studies in our sample, typically saw assistive technologies as prone to failure, with limited interoperability, not always fit for purpose, creating as well as solving problems, distracting carers from the human needs of the technology user and becoming the ‘patient’ as users or carers took on responsibility for maintaining and repairing them.

Third, humanist discourse emphasised symbolic meaning. Qualitative studies that explored participants’ reluctance to use alarms and tags found that some people viewed them as intrusive, disempowering, stigmatising, isolating and exposing them to surveillance by relatives and/or the state.\(^29\) Metaphors included medicalisation of the lifeworld and technology as intruder. These texts emphasised that different parts of the home had different social and cultural meaning. The living room, for instance, typically served as a site of social interaction, leisure and public display (of flowers, photographs, trophies and so on); the bedroom was a site of privacy and intimacy. Technologies placed in these spaces acquired altered significance and in turn altered the significance of the spaces. The behaviour of participants who refused to install, turn on or use telehealth or telecare technologies could sometimes be understood in terms of protecting the boundary between the home and the clinic.\(^30\)

Fourth, humanist discourse reframed technology design as a personal and interactive activity, in which the intended user was an equal partner and expert in their own needs and preferences. One group of researchers, for example, described a person with early dementia who still enjoyed jogging but sometimes could not find his way home; designers worked with ‘The Runner’ to understand and incorporate his values and priorities; the result was a lightweight satellite positioning device in a Velcro-fastened striped armband that conveyed a ‘sporty’ rather than ‘tagged’ identity.\(^31\)

Finally, humanist discourse emphasised the delicate and situated balance between benefit (eg, protection) and harm (eg, stigma, intrusion, distastation). Inscribed in technology, deliberately or inadvertently, are the values, norms, worldviews and assumptions of its designers and sponsors, which may include age, gender, class, cultural and other stereotypes. It is a strange form of ‘empowerment’, for example, that requires an individual to stay at home, undertake bodily rituals several times a day and enter data into a machine for distant processing. Video technology could increase social isolation by enabling professional carers and relatives to monitor them at a distance, avoiding getting close to human mess (smells, emotional needs, suffering, interpersonal conflict, body fluids). As the Royal College of Nursing put it, ‘Healthcare and nursing practice has traditionally demanded face-to-face contact between patients and professionals. The ethics of remote assessments and treatment have yet to be fully explored.’\(^36\)

Political economy discourse: the technological—industrial complex

Political economy discourse was articulated mainly though not exclusively by critical academics. It sought to identify and challenge the techno-economic regimes created and perpetuated by vested interests around assisted living technologies.\(^37\) Matheson, for example, draws explicit parallels between the pharmaceutical and medical device industries.\(^38\) He argues that scientific and technological innovation is far from a politically neutral exercise in building a knowledge base. Rather, research and marketing activities combine to produce ‘product canons’ (master narratives depicting a large growing need and a drug or technology that will meet it) that integrate scientific truth claims and commercial positioning, thereby generating knowledge with implicit commercial functionality.

Texts in political economy discourse challenged the ‘efficiency narrative’ (ie, the assumption that technology, however expensive, will increase efficiency and hence bring return on investment and progressive cost-savings) put forward by techno-economic regimes. They predicted that the introduction of telehealth and telecare technologies would be a conflict-ridden process occurring at a slow pace since negotiations would be heavily constrained competing vested interests and structures such as organisational boundaries, budgets, professional accountabilities and legal jurisdictions:

The current climate of strong desire to control healthcare costs, to introduce fundamental reform of NHS commissioning and to support technological solutions together with powerful commercial interests from equipment suppliers and uncertainties about efficacy could well result in expensive and inappropriate implementations being initiated. […] It would be extremely unfortunate if investment in telemedicine is made and schemes developed at the expense of more low-tech interventions that are proven to be effective (in particular, Pulmonary Rehabilitation programmes). (page 18)\(^39\)

A key argument presented within political economy discourse was that the symbolic meanings we give technologies are shaped and constrained by institutional forces and by our awareness (or lack of awareness) of alternatives. Policymakers seduced by the rationalist
appeal of technology may conflate the management of illness (ie, everything a person needs to do in order to live well with a condition) with the much narrower set of tasks linked to the management of disease (collection of a more limited data set of biometric data such as blood pressure, weight or peak expiratory flow rate). Few intended users achieve the insight and confidence to recognise and challenge this framing.

Finally, political economy discourse proposed that the techno-economic complex linked to telehealth and telecare technologies reflects a shift away from traditional social values in which healthcare is a public good, and society’s duty to the vulnerable is defined in terms of human contact and the logic of care, towards neoliberal values in which healthcare is a commodity and society’s duty to the vulnerable is defined in terms of monitoring and instrumental rationality (decision-making). Poverty, poor health and social exclusion have complex determinants which are little if anything to do with the so-called ‘digital divide’ and which do not have a simple technological or behavioural fix. Far from being a benign transformative force that will produce a healthier, more equal and more cohesive society once the information-poor have been given training and behaviour modification advice, ‘assistive’ technologies are an invidious form of social control, potentially increasing inequalities by transferring responsibility and workload from the system onto the patient and family. Political economy texts ask, on behalf of the intended user, ‘Whose interests does this technology serve?’

Change management discourse

Some texts depicted the introduction of telehealth and telecare technologies in terms of change management. For example, a monograph by the Kings Fund, an independent think tank which was a partner in the Whole Systems Demonstrator trial, hints at forthcoming trouble as a step-by-step approach to developing telehealth services. In one example from an NHS Trust (page 33), they suggest step 1: Identify needs; step 2: Establish buy-in; step 3: Consider which technologies are needed; step 4: Consider workforce requirements such as training and change management; step 5: Design evaluation; step 6: Plan implementation; step 7: Write business case and step 8: Share best practice.

This example illustrates a key difference between political economy and change management discourses. Whereas the former viewed inter-organisational and inter-sectoral conflict as inherent and linked to historical and social forces, the latter anticipated that at some stage in the future (if the correct steps were followed, relationships built, groundwork done, knock-on effects mitigated and so on), they would be resolved. Indeed, change management discourse engaged only superficially with the issue of conflict between stakeholders—presenting it either as a straightforward project management challenge or as a ‘difficulty’ that was raised but not analysed further.

Commentators in this discourse continued to view telehealth and telecare technologies as potentially beneficial, transformative and cost saving. But in an explicit departure from the technological determinism of modernist discourse, they sought to emphasise that transformation would require a great deal of additional work and to reframe technology as opportunity for rather than driver of organisational change.

Two research studies in our sample used May’s normalisation process theory to frame a series of questions to guide data collection and analysis in a telehealth implementation project: (1) ‘what is the (new) work that has to be done?’; (2) ‘who does the work?’; (3) ‘how does the work get done?’ and (4) ‘how is the work understood (accounted for)?’. Most studies in this literature, however, lacked an explicit theory of change.

While many texts used the term ‘complexity’, organic metaphors that reflected a complex adaptive system perspective (‘co-design’, ‘evolution’, ‘dynamic system’, ‘interdependence’) were rare. More commonly, the term was used to depict complicatedness, that is, multiple stakeholders and components for which the key challenge was essentially operational: planning, project management, clarity of roles and responsibilities and so on. One management consultancy, in a monograph entitled ‘Healthcare without walls’, for example, offered a step-by-step approach to developing telehealth services.

How discourses mapped to stakeholders and interacted

While the different stakeholder groups were not entirely homogeneous, it was broadly the case that the four
discourses described above reflected the position of one or more key stakeholders. Modernist discourse largely reflected that of policymakers, the technology industry and researchers from biomedical and health informatics disciplines. In the UK, these three groups frequently came together in government-funded knowledge-sharing events and ‘digital economy hubs’. Humanist discourse tended to reflect the perspective of social scientists and related academic disciplines (eg, nursing); these stakeholders were represented at the large knowledge-sharing events but their work was less prominent and less highly valued (eg, research in the humanist tradition did not feature in keynote presentations or win prizes for ‘best innovation’). Political economy discourse was aligned with the position of critical academics and sceptical clinicians and again was a minority voice except at ‘fringe’ meetings. Change management discourse was articulated mainly by those at the front line of implementation (in particular, management consultancies and think tanks).

The four discourses were readily discernible and distinguishable from one another. However, few individual texts restricted themselves to a single discourse. Rather, most texts reflected one (most commonly, modernist) discourse but, to a greater or lesser extent, acknowledged elements of the other three. With few exceptions, however, different discourses tended to ‘talk past one another’ in documents (eg, with the minor discourse appearing only in a footnote or a separate subsection) rather than informing and challenging one another in effective interdisciplinary dialogue. Similarly, conferences held to showcase high-technology research often included one or two sessions on ‘the user experience’, ‘change management’ or ‘cost-effectiveness’, but the main presentations were futuristic, technology focused and strikingly divorced from considerations of real-world implementation. In the academic world, modernist discourse dominated health informatics and computer science journals and conferences, while humanist and political economy discourses were sited in the social sciences, with little cross-fertilisation between these.

**DISCUSSION**

**Summary of findings**

This study, based on argumentative discourse analysis of a diverse sample of 78 texts, has revealed four conflicting but overlapping discourses—modernist (technology-focused, futuristic, utopian), humanist (person-centred, small-scale, grounded in present reality), political economy (critical, cautious) and change management (recognising complicatedness but not conflict)—in relation to telehealth and telecare technologies. As table 1 shows, these discourses differed in their underlying philosophical assumptions, values, perspective on technology, preferred research design, assumed mechanism by which technologies would be taken up and implemented and assumed consequences of this uptake.

**Strengths and limitations of this study**

To our knowledge, this study is the first to have applied a discourse lens to telehealth and telecare technologies. Discourse analysis is a broad church, and in this study, we chose to focus almost exclusively on macrolevel discourses. A detailed close reading of texts enabled us to make sense of a complex and heterogeneous academic, policy and lay literature; consider why particular technology projects or research studies were set up as they were and tease out what Hajer called the ‘ensemble[s] of ideas, concepts and categories through which meaning is given to social and physical phenomena’. In the ethnographic component, we have also begun to show how the arguments associated with these discourses are ‘produced and reproduced through an identifiable set of practices’. The main limitation of the study is, perhaps, that the discourse approach is necessarily subjective (indeed, it ‘challenges a traditional, rationalist view of an objectively discoverable social world, instead acknowledging that social worlds are subjectively understood and experienced’) and hence is likely to have limited credibility within the dominant modernist discourse. Our interpretive inductive methodology, whose claim to rigour lies in close reading of texts, reflexivity and discussion among team members, is likely to be questioned by those who value experimental study designs and ‘objective’ tools and techniques.

**Implications for practice, policy and further research**

‘Telehealth’ and ‘telecare’ are umbrella terms covering numerous product types from low-tech alarms to high-tech biosensor equipment; hence, it would be simplistic to consider their adoption as a single case. With that caveat, the current gap between policy enthusiasm for telemonitoring and its more limited uptake and impact in practice might be considered as a ‘trough of disillusionment’. In order to go beyond this, we suggest that the stakeholders whose contrasting (and sometimes conflicting) concepts and perspectives were revealed in this study need to engage more effectively with one another.

Previous literature on organising vision has begun from the assumption that the introduction of a new technology requires a single, coherent organising vision and that this vision will link and mobilise a relatively narrow range of stakeholders—chiefly the industries who produce and distribute the new technology and the individuals and organisations who purchase and use it Effectively, a market must be created. As we and others have shown previously in relation to electronic patient records, the stakeholder groups involved in healthcare technologies are not simple ‘buyers’ and ‘sellers’. Rather, they have various commercial, political, professional and institutional allegiances; they place different value and moral worth on the use (and non-use) of health-related technologies. The professional values of clinical quality, patient safety and privacy may conflict with the business values of efficiency and return on investment.
Because of these complexities, the notion of ‘the’ organising vision for healthcare technologies is oversimplistic. The different interest groups described in this paper are likely to continue to exist in an uncomfortable truce with one another, competing for dominance as they gain more or less public appeal, professional credibility, political power, resource and so on. Our findings suggest the hypothesis that the gap between the enthusiasm of policymakers and technologists for telehealth and telecare and their more limited uptake in practice may be at least partially explained by this contested organising vision. While consensus is not a realistic or even desirable goal, surfacing such things as assumptions and values, and inviting debate on their significance through intersectoral and interdisciplinary dialogue will help achieve what systems thinkers have called ‘accommodation’ (acknowledgement of, and adaptation towards, other perspectives and practices).  

We suggest that stakeholders in telehealth and telecare projects and programmes work towards establishing cross-sector learning communities in which different points of departure, priorities and accountabilities are made explicit and acknowledged. Our ongoing ATHENE project aims to help build one such learning community and so make progress towards a broadly coherent organising vision in which these technologies may, where appropriate, become embedded and sustainable.
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**APPENDIX: LIST OF DATA SOURCES (n = 78)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Brief details of source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B01</td>
<td><strong>Business media articles (n = 4)</strong>&lt;br&gt;Business media articles (n = 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B02</td>
<td>Economist: Telemedicine comes home (5 June 2008)&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B03</td>
<td>Telecare Soapbox 2012: Is mHealth/eHealth becoming a ‘Field of Dreams’?&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B04</td>
<td>Trend Home Systems (product review blog for users of assistive technologies)&lt;sup&gt;3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Forrester Research 2007: Healthcare unbound’s awareness challenge&lt;sup&gt;4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C01</td>
<td><strong>Reports from independent consultancies / think tanks (n = 5)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C02</td>
<td>2020 Health (Cruickshank) 2010: Healthcare without walls: A framework for delivering telehealth at scale&lt;sup&gt;5&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C03</td>
<td>Institute for Governance (Corbett-Nolan) 2011: Better care for people with long term conditions: the quality and good governance of telehealth services&lt;sup&gt;6&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C04</td>
<td>Kings Fund (Clark &amp; Goodwin) 2010: Sustaining innovation in telehealth and telecare&lt;sup&gt;7&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C05</td>
<td>Lewin (for OFCOM) 2010: Assisted living technologies for older and disabled people in 2030&lt;sup&gt;8&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>California Healthcare Foundation (Sarasohn-Kahn) 2011: The Connected Patient&lt;sup&gt;9&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB01</td>
<td><strong>Conference brochures (n = 3)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB02</td>
<td>Ambient Assisted Living Joint Programme European Conference (26-28 September 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB03</td>
<td>Telecare Services Association International Telecare &amp; Telehealth Conference (14-16 November 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB03</td>
<td>Assisted Living Innovation Platform (ALIP) 2010 Showcase (13-15 May 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E01</td>
<td><strong>Empirical or theoretical studies (n = 11)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E02</td>
<td>Brittain 2009: Ageing in place and technologies of place&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E03</td>
<td>Elwyn 2011: Detecting deterioration in patients with chronic disease using telemonitoring&lt;sup&gt;11&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E04</td>
<td>Oudshoorn 2012: How places matter: Telecare technologies and the changing spatial dimensions of healthcare&lt;sup&gt;12&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E05</td>
<td>Robinson 2011: Keeping In Touch Everyday (KITE) project&lt;sup&gt;13&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E05</td>
<td>Matheson 2008: Corporate science and the husbandry of scientific and technological knowledge&lt;sup&gt;14&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E06</td>
<td>Taylor 2012: Delivering group based services to the home&lt;sup&gt;15&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E07</td>
<td>Bouamrane 2011: Understanding the Implementation &amp; Integration of Remote &amp; Tele-Health Services&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E08</td>
<td>Linskell 2012: Smart home technology ad special needs&lt;sup&gt;17&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E09</td>
<td>Klecun 2003: Telehealth in the UK: a critical perspective&lt;sup&gt;18&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E10</td>
<td>Selwyn 2002: ‘E-stablishing’ an Inclusive Society?&lt;sup&gt;19&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
<td>Reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU02</td>
<td>European Innovation Partnership on Active and Healthy Ageing 2011: press release for Strategic Implementation Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU03</td>
<td>European Innovation Partnership on Active and Healthy Ageing 2011: Strategic Implementation Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU05</td>
<td>Barlow 2007: Assisted living roadmapping exercise: report for EU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G01</td>
<td>Royal College of Nursing: How to set up a telehealth service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G03</td>
<td>Donnelly 2009: Community equipment services for England and Wales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R01</td>
<td>Carswell 2009: A review of the role of assistive technology for people with dementia in the hours of darkness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R02</td>
<td>Chatterjee 2009: Healthy living with persuasive technologies: framework, issues, and challenges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R03</td>
<td>Chen 2009: Semantic Smart Homes: Towards Knowledge Rich Assisted Living Environments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R04</td>
<td>Demiris 2008: Technologies for an aging society: a systematic review of &quot;smart home&quot; applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R05</td>
<td>Sun 2009: Promises and Challenges of Ambient Assisted Living Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R06</td>
<td>Ziefle 2010: A Multi-Disciplinary Approach to Ambient Assisted Living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R07</td>
<td>Inglis 2010: Structured telephone support or telemonitoring for patients with chronic heart failure (Cochrane review)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R08</td>
<td>McCartney 2011: Show us the evidence for telehealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R09</td>
<td>Bowes 2012: Ethical implications of lifestyle monitoring data in ageing research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R10</td>
<td>Sharkey 2012: Granny and the robots: Ethical issues in robot care for the elderly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R11</td>
<td>Vasunilashorn 2012: Ageing in place: Evolution of a research topic whose time has come</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T01</td>
<td>Telehealth Solutions brochure (<a href="http://www.thsl.co.uk/">http://www.thsl.co.uk/</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T02</td>
<td>Honeywell brochure (<a href="http://www.honeywell.com/uk/">www.honeywell.com/uk/</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T03</td>
<td>Tunstall brochure (<a href="http://www.tunstall.co.uk">www.tunstall.co.uk</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK01</td>
<td>Scottish Centre for Telehealth 2010: Strategic framework 2010-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK02</td>
<td>Department of Health (England) 2011: Operating Framework 2012-13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UK03  Audit Commission 2004: Implementing Telecare: Strategic analysis and guidelines
UK04  Department of Health 2011: Research and development work relating to assistive technology 2010-11
UK05  NHS Confederation: Remote Control – The patient-practitioner relationship in the digital age
UK06  Technology Strategy Board 2010: Concept to commercialisation: A strategy for business innovation 2011-15
UK07  Technology Strategy Board 2010: Assisted Living Innovation Platform funding call 2010
UK08  Health Select Committee 2005: The use of new medical technologies within the NHS
UK09  Foresight Report 2010: Technology and innovation futures: UK growth opportunities for the 2020s
UK10  Department of Health 2011: Whole Systems Demonstrator Headline Findings
UK11  3 million lives campaign website / flier
UK12  Concordat between Department of Health and ALT industry 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local protocols / operational guidance (n = 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L01  Local authority telecare strategy (semi-rural, Wales)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L02  Primary care trust / local authority operational policy for telehealth monitoring of heart failure and COPD (urban, England)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L03  Primary Care Trust guidance for general practitioners on telehealth (semi-rural, England)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lay media articles (n = 6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M01  Oxford Times: Millions to get telehealth help (5 December 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M02  Guardian: Andrew Lansley says telehealth will transform NHS (6 April 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M03  Daily Mail: It’s the DIY NHS (6 December 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M04  New York Times: Video chat reshapes domestic rituals (21 December 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M05  Times: Philips tests ‘Big Brother’ health checks (4 January 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M06  MSN Health: Graying boomers get wired to cut healthcare costs (12 April 2012)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient organisation factsheets / guidance (n = 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V01  Alzheimer’s Society factsheet on assistive technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V02  Living Made Easy: Ethical issues with assistive technology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field notes from conferences and knowledge sharing events (n = 10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XF01  International Telecare &amp; Telehealth Conference (organised by Telehealth Services Association), London (14-16 November 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF02  Technology Strategy Board Forum for ALIP research projects, Coventry (8 February 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF03  Kings Fund International Congress on Telehealth and Telecare (Whole Systems Demonstrator results) (6-8 March 2012) London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF04  EU Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) Forum 2011, Lecce, Italy (26-28 September 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF05  Digital engagement conference, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne (15-17 November 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XF10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Response to reviewers’ comments on paper 2012-001574

Thank you for these helpful comments. We respond to each point in turn below and hope the paper is now acceptable.

Reviewer: Professor Anthea Tinker,

This is an original and interesting article which is worthy of publication. However there are a number of points which I would like to see resolved first.

The most important is that the boundaries of the paper need to be set. It appears that very few references, either to previous research or policy documents, are before 2000. There were many studies and policy documents before this. (See for example a summary in ‘Technology and ageing’ Chapter 13 in An introduction to Gerontology, Ian Stuart-Hamilton (ed) pp, 363-388). If the intention is only to look at recent publications then this should be stated. On page 7, for example para 2, ‘From approximately 400 candidate documents’ it would be possible to put in the dates for these. Again the search should be described – which countries were the publications from?

The 400 sources were all published since 2000, and almost all were published since 2009; we have included this information (page 7). We agree that if we were doing a standard literature review, it would not make sense to exclude sources by using an arbitrary and recent cut-off date. But what we were trying to identify is the current organising vision, not one from several years ago. On page 7 in the original manuscript, we did briefly include the criterion “recent” (which we defined as “post-2009 or, if published before then, still being used as ‘current’”) as one of the selection criteria for our sample, but for word count reasons we did not justify this. We have now done this on page 8. We have also listed the countries represented in the final sample (page 9).

Allied to this is the use of the terms ‘telehealth and telecare’ which are relatively new ones. At least passing reference should be made to previous terms (and of course research) on assistive technologies and even alarms. Even more recent the word Gerotechnology should at least be referred to. The paper should start by defining what is meant by ’telehealth’ (and why not ‘telemedicine’?) and telecare.

We did define ‘telehealth’ in the second sentence of the introduction but we agree that our original definition was somewhat cursory and uncritical. We have now expanded that introductory paragraph (page 2) and included brief mention of other terms (old and new) that refer to the same or similar constructs, including reference to Prof Tinker’s chapter, which we found most helpful.

The four categories are well described though care needs to be taken not to generalise e.g. on page 10 ‘Ageing well’ was equated with becoming adept in the use of technologies, whereas human contact between professional carers and vulnerable older people was depicted as unnecessary, inefficient and wasteful of resources (technologies were seen as ‘saving’ resources by reducing contact time). What evidence is there for this?

This striking and troubling finding was a consistent theme in the papers we collected from the biomedical and much of the policy literature. Each of the papers in our sample was analysed systematically and extracts were taken from the papers and collated on a large Excel spreadsheet. We also sought (but did not find) disconfirming examples. We agree that there is a very different depiction of older people and the ageing process in the social science literature (this is what we’ve
called 'humanist discourse'). To be honest, the reason why we began analysing this literature systematically in the first place was because we were frankly shocked by how ageing (and the use of technology in ageing) was depicted at many biomedical conferences. We can supply raw data and the spreadsheet if required to illustrate that the findings are not merely impressionistic. We’ve slightly amended the text on page 11 to read ‘in almost all examples of the modernist discourse’.

There is an excellent, thorough account of data sources. I am surprised that only 11 empirical or theoretical studies were found (but again this may be because only recent ones have been searched).

This wasn’t a thorough literature review in that we continued to collect, and closely analyse, the sources until we weren’t learning anything new about the discourses. We weren’t interested in the empirical findings per se but in the assumptions and practices underlying those findings. One thing that struck us about the sources was how very similar they were. For example every paper in the modernist discourse began with a near-identical paragraph which described the uncontrolled expansion of the ‘old elderly’ and the ‘need’ for a technological solution.

The paper states (p.4) ‘Our research questions was: what explains the gap between enthusiasm for telehealth and telecare technologies in some sectors and their limited uptake and use to date? This is not the question answered in this paper. It is more what is stated in the next sentence although even that is somewhat too wide for what is actually discussed.

We agree, and have changed the research question (and moved it to the last para of the introduction), page 6.

The references need to be checked e.g. on page 6 refs 26, 27, 28 should be 16, 17, 18

Done

Reviewer: Professor Flis Henwood
School of Applied Social Science
University of Brighton

I think the research question could be put more clearly than it is currently (p4). In my view, it should be re-framed from the one question offered at present: 'what explains the gap between enthusiasm for telehealth and telecare technologies in some sectors and their limited uptake and use'? to two linked questions: 1) 'how do different stakeholders understand telehealth and telecare technologies and ii) what are the implications of these different understandings for the development and implementation of these technologies'? I feel that these are the questions answered and should probably therefore be how the questions are framed. The current research question is really part of the answer. This re-framing could also be used to re-work the 'objective' in the abstract.

Agree, done. This was very helpful feedback.

I think this is a useful and interesting account of the different ways in which telehealth and telecare are understood. The identification of four distinctive 'discourses' and their key characteristics captures a reality that is instantly recognisable to anyone working in this complex, interdisciplinary field. However, I am only partly convinced by the argument that the fact that there exists these different discourses explains the gap between enthusiasm for the
technologies and limited uptake- not least because, as discourse includes practice, this argument is rather circular.

We have couched the latter argument more cautiously in the discussion. We agree it’s a hypothesis, not a conclusion.

I would like the authors to address the stakeholder issue more. 'Stakeholders' are mentioned in the 'objective' and elsewhere throughout the article. How are these defined? How was the concept mobilised in the research - to help identify documents for review, for example? Elsewhere, we read of 'diverse perspectives' (sample, abstract) and I wondered how stakeholders and diverse perspectives are linked, if at all. Do the different discourses identified map neatly onto stakeholder groups? What is at 'stake' for those drawing on and contributing to the different discourses? A simple reading might suggest that commercial technology companies engage in modernist discourse, critical social scientists engage in humanist and/or political economy discourses, and service providers are more sympathetic to change management discourse, for example. But is this the case? When the different groups came together at the 'knowledge sharing events', how did different discourses interfere with one another and which 'won out'?

We have given more thought to the issue of stakeholders on page 5 and 17.

This links to a problem i have with understanding how the the notion of 'organising vision' is being used. Particularly interesting here would be a discussion of how the 4 discourses relate to the notion of 'an' organising vision. On page 5, the authors state that they sought to 'identify the discourses that contributed to the organising vision for telehealth and telecare technologies'. By the end of the article, i am not clear- is there just one, 'the' 'organising vision' or 4? If there is one, then, again, I think we need to read more about how the different discourses compete/interfere with one another and become dominant or marginalised in particular space/times.

We agree, and have addressed this point on page 19-20.

A more minor issue- there is a problem with footnote numbering on page 6- 26, 27 and 28 should, i think, be 16,17 and 18.

Corrected.